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Abstract— This paper presents SGFS - a secure global file
sharing system. SGFS is designed based on important design
requirements for building a secure global file sharing system.
These requirements include: efficiency for high performance data
access, flexibility of cross-domain file sharing without administrative interference, support for flexibly policies and off-the-shelf
policy managers, ability to be deployed in diverse environments,
ease of management and low administrative overheads. Unlike
existing systems that satisfy a proper subset of these requirements, SGFS is designed to satisfy all of these requirements. In
this paper, we present the architecture and design of SGFS. We
illustrate how these requirements have influenced our design and
present the implementation and the preliminary evaluation of the
SGFS user-space prototype.

I. I NTRODUCTION
There is a rising trend of collaboration and global sharing
of information across multiple domains. For example, consider
a group of faculty members in a certain University that want
to collaborate with a group of faculty members from another
University and share their project’s source code repository and
experimental results. As another example, consider a group of
scientists who want to share files generated by their simulation
applications with scientists from a different organization to
allow them to analyze their data and share the knowledge
gathered through those results. In both of these examples, local
users need to freely share data and collaborate with remote
users. In addition, in the second example, users need high
performance data access.
Existing cross-domain file sharing systems [14], [36], [47],
[58] are not tailored for high performance data access. These
systems assume that users have to share a small number
of files (e.g., class project files or photos) and also assume
that these files are stored on traditional centralized servers.
Recently, network-attached intelligent storage devices [11],
[29], [30], [37], [45], [54], [57] have gained importance in
industry and academia. These devices enable low-latency data
transfers directly between the client and the storage device to
provide high performance data access. They utilize the available embedded processing power, which is typically less than
general purpose servers, to perform activities such as block
management [29], [54], remote execution [7], [59], search and
indexing [33], and light-weight security operations [28], [66].
One can envision a network of heterogeneous storage servers
composed of traditional storage servers as well as special

purpose storage devices providing fast global data access to its
clients. As a result, cross-domain file sharing systems should
be designed to work efficiently, not only in the presence of
traditional storage servers, but also in the presence of such
intelligent storage devices.
In this paper we present SGFS - A secure global file system
- that enables efficient cross-domain data sharing even in
the presence of such heterogeneous environments. The goal
of SGFS is to provide high performance data access and at
the same time enable cross-domain collaboration. For better
understanding of the design challenges of a global file sharing
system, we list the requirements that in our opinion should be
satisfied by a global file sharing system with heterogeneous
storage servers1 .
•

•

•

•

A global file sharing system should be deployable in
diverse environments, for example, on the top of recent
intelligent storage devices, such as those similar to [7],
[28]–[30], [33], [59], [66]. It could be used for distributed
high performance data access as well. Therefore, the
cryptographic overhead on the storage servers should be
minimal.
In a global file sharing system, sharing of files should
not be restricted only to users belonging to previously
joined domains. It should be flexibly enough to allow
users to collaborate without requiring the administrators
of various domains to work together in order to setup a
collaborative environment.
If a local user Alice wants to collaborate with a remote
user Bob, then Alice should be able to do so without
asking her administrator to create an account for Bob. To
reduce administrative interference, increase flexibility of
sharing, and reduce management overhead, users should
be able delegate access rights to other users. At the
same time the system should be able to keep track
(and maintain audit trails) of such delegations and the
administrator should be able to revoke these delegations.
Different organizations choose different policies. For example, policies used in Universities can be more relaxed
than those used in enterprises. Therefore, a global file
sharing system should support flexible policies and off-

1 A storage server can be any entity that serves data, for example, traditional
file servers, network-attached disks, etc.

•

•

•

the-shelf policy engines so that the administrators can set
the policies as per their requirements.
The system should not have a central point of failure.
Clients should be able to directly access files from the
storage servers without having to frequently contact any
online entities (such as an authentication server). Such
entities can become single point of failure and an attractive attack target. If this entity fails, the entire system can
come to a halt.
In order to share files with remote groups, users should
not have to list remote group names on the local access
control lists (ACLs). Listing remote groups on local
ACLs increases the overhead of naming and locating
remote groups, resolving remote group memberships, and
mapping them to groups within the local domain. Besides,
if the local and remote domains are not joined, then local
users may not be able to list remote groups names on
local ACLs.
The authorization protocols should be flexible enough
so that they can be used with various access control
models, such as UNIX groups, role-based access control
(RBAC) [25], or even file-groups [35]2 .

Previous solutions such as Kerberos [39], [50] and those
using public-key certificates [14], [36], [47], [58] only satisfy a
proper subset of these requirements. As can be seen from these
aforementioned examples, collaboration can be performed
between two independent parties that may not have any preestablished administrative relationships. The machines used
to mount file systems by remote users can under different
administrative domains. Further, the remote group may be
a group of independent researchers that may not be under
a single administrative domain. Therefore, existing solutions
such as Kerberos do not work in these settings as in order to use Kerberos the administrators of the two domains
should collaborate in order to setup their systems for crossdomain authentication, which is known to be tiresome and
may not be always feasible. In practice, very few independent
organizations actually setup joined Kerberos realms. If the
collaborating users’ realms are not joined, then the only way
to collaborate is to set-up accounts for remote collaborators.
Therefore, user-to-user delegation, that is delegation of access
from one user to another is important to increase flexibility of
file sharing and reduce administrative burden.
Typically, delegation of access rights from one user to
another is performed using X.509 certificate chains [5]. In
order to access files, users present a signed request and
entire chain of certificates to the storage servers. In this
case, the storage servers verify the chain of certificates before
granting access to users. Verifying certificate chains involve
traversing trust hierarchies to find common ancestors. During
this process, the storage server has to verify multiple publickey signatures, which is a computationally expensive process
and may require accessing remote databases. This verification
2 Group of files with identical sharing attributes, e.g., files with same access
permissions.

process will increase access latencies since all these operations
have to be performed during data-path. The whole purpose
of storage devices is to allow fast and direct access to data.
Therefore, verification of certificate chains on these devices
should be avoided, which will allow them to utilize their CPU
without any disruption to perform assigned tasks, such as
search and indexing, high-performance data delivery, versioning, etc. Further, verification of certificate chains can introduce
access latencies even when used on traditional storage servers.
Therefore, a light-weight authorization mechanism is always
desirable.
The main contribution of this paper is to present a complete
system that is designed to satisfy of all the requirements listed
above. SGFS is designed to provide efficient global file sharing
without any administrative interference. It is designed to work
with existing policy managers [18], [19], [24] so that system
administrators can set appropriate local policies. The system
ensures that users behave according to these policies. SGFS
offer great flexibility, low administrative overhead, and can
be used in diverse environments. The authentication protocols
are designed to be efficient and resilient to central point of
failures.
SGFS uses symmetric-key certificates (SKC) that resemble
X.509 attribute certificates. SKCs achieve the nice properties
of X.509 certificates, but are light-weight as compared to
X.509 certificates. As a result, SGFS can support different
access control models and can utilize existing policy languages
that are designed with X.509 certificates in mind. In SGFS,
user-to-user delegation is performed using SKC, which includes all the necessary information required by the file server
to verify user credentials. To ensure traceability of delegation,
the authentication protocols are designed to leave audit trails
that can be used by the system administrators to selectively
revoke users. Further, the use of SKC obviates the need to map
remote group names to local identifiers and greatly reduces the
administrative burden.
A. Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a detail overview of previous work. Section III
describes the architecture and design of SGFS. The SGFS
authentication protocols are presented in sectionIV. Section V
introduces our user-space prototype. Future work is outlined
in section VII and section VIII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Distributed File Systems AFS [62], [63] and NFSv4 [51],
[55], [64], the most commonly used networked file systems
use Kerberos [39], [50] for authentication. As explained in
the introduction section, in order to enable cross-domain collaboration between two domains, their system administrators
should collaborate and setup shared secretes - a complicated
operation which is rarely performed between two organizations. Even if the realms are joined, a user should be registered
to in remote realms in order to access files from that realm.
There is no way to avoid this problem as Kerberos does not

allow user-to-user delegation 3 . Finally, trust in Kerberos is
binary, that is a if realms are joined a user can grant access to
any remote user or if realms are not joined user cannot share
files with remote users. SGFS support flexible policy that can
be used to perform flexible and fine-grained trust management.
Microsoft Windows 2003 servers [3] is based on Kerberos as
well and has similar shortcomings.
In addition to Kerberos, NFSv4 supports SPKM3 [8] a
public key based authentication mechanism. Every user (local
and remote) has to be registered with the local domain, which
requires system administrator intervention. Further, currently
NFSv4 does not support user-to-user delegation of certificates.
SFS [36], [42] and DisCFS [47] were designed to avoid
some of the drawbacks of AFS and NFS when used with Kerberos. SFS [42] introduced a notion of self-certifying
pathnames - pathnames that effectively contain public key
of the host file server which is used by the client to securely
communicate with the server. The basic SFS protocol was
extended further to provide cross domain authentication [36].
In this approach, a local user adds to the ACL the remote
authentication server name and the remote group name with
which she wants to collaborate. The local authentication server
uses this information to periodically download the group
memberships list from the remote authentication server. Thus,
remote groups become local groups. Since local authentication
server periodically downloads remote group information, a
newly added member of the remote group cannot access
files until the next download cycle. SFS does not provide
client-to-server mutual authentication. In order to provide
mutual authentication every client machine will be required
to have a certificate from some CA trusted by the server.
In addition, this will increase the computational overhead
on the file server. SFS does not have any policy support
and a local user can grant access to any user. SGFS uses
a natural way of delegation; a user creates symmetric-key
certificates for a remote user. AS does not need to download
any remote group membership lists, which keeps the local
group membership information clean and easy to manage.
The SGFS authentication protocols are efficient, ensure clientserver mutual authentication, and have flexible policy support.
CapaFS [58] and DisCFS [47] attempts to provide flexible
and global file sharing by using capability certificate. In
order to access a file, a user has to acquire a capability
certificate from the administrator, which identifies the files
and the operations that can be performed on that file. A user
can delegate his access rights to a remote user by issuing a
capability certificate for that user. The file server trusts the
administrators certificate and verifies the chain of certificates
before granting access to file listed in the certificate. In DisCFS
files are identified by their i-node numbers; however, inode
numbers are not suitable for global identification and can be
3 Kerberos allows proxy-delegation, which is sometimes also referred as
user delegation. However, proxy delegation is equivalent to giving away user
password, and, thus, creating a proxy. This delegation model is different
from user-to-user delegation where the delegator and the delegatee are two
independent entities.

reused (a fact that was admitted by the authors). Verifying
a chain of certificates for every file can overload the file
server and increase access latencies since the verification has
to performed during data path. Further, since certificates are
generated for every file revocation of certificates can result in
bigger revocation lists. Finally, this model is not suitable for
sharing files within a group of users, rather it is suitable for
simple file sharing, such as for sharing a photo with a friend.
Network Attached Storage Devices Network-attached storage devices [11], [29], [30], [45], [54], [56], [57] enable data
transfers directly between client and storage to provide high
performance data access. The NASD [29], [30] project from
CMU was one the first to widely demonstrate the advantages
of network-attached storage devices. The NASD drives offload
the block management and security operations from the file
system. The drives were intelligent enough to a authorize
access to the locally stored objects. In order to access an
object, every client has to acquire a capability key for that
object from a trusted third party (called file manager). A
capability key identifies an object and operations that can be
performed on that object. Using the capability key a user
can authenticate and communicate securely with the drives.
The NASD project was further extended in [11] and laid
foundations to the emerging Object-based Storage (OSD)
paradigm [54]. Files systems for OSD were presented in [12],
[68].
The client obtains a capability for each object; therefore,
the file manager has to be online and presents an attractive
attack target and a central point of failure. If the file manager
is down the entire system comes to a halt. Further, the
capability is bound to the device and the object; therefore, if
the object is replicated (or migrated) to a different device, the
clients have to acquire one or more fresh capability keys [52].
SCARED [11] replaced used identity keys instead of capability
keys. These keys can contain a user’s identity and group
information. SGFS uses SKCs that are designed to mimic
X.509 attribute certificates in a symmetric key setting, which
gives us flexibility to represent different kinds of privileges,
constraints, and policy requirements. For example, our SKC
can be used to represent roles and can be used in systems
that use RBAC [25]. Further, symmetric key certificates offer
us the flexibility of using off-the-shelf policy languages such
as [18], [19], [24] that are designed for X.509 certificates in
mind (to the best of our knowledge a powerful policy manager
for symmetric key techniques is not yet designed).
Similar to our basic authentication protocol described in
section IV-C, all of protocols described above are based on
symmetric key techniques and do not perform any public key
operations on the storage device. These protocols are focused
on providing efficient mutual authentication protocol between
the client and the server. However, they do not provide global
file sharing and secure user-to-user delegation functionality.
Encrypting File Systems There have been numerous proposals for securing data at rest [17], [20], [26], [31], [32], [34],
[40], [46], [49], [60]. These systems do not trust the storage

servers. Data is encrypted by the writers before it is sent to
the storage and decrypted by readers after is received from
storage. In addition to encryption, some of these systems also
ensure integrity of data and meta-data [26], [31], [40], [46],
[60]. Plutus [35], SiRiUS [60], SNAD [31], SFS [32], [34] and
Cepheus [46] also allow sharing of encryption keys in a group
of users. Naor et al. proposed an encrypting file system that
avoids public-key operations for performance reasons [49].
Other Systems In general, public key certificates are used for
authentication in several different areas [13], [14], [67], [69],
[70]. The Taos operating system [70] provides a operating
system component that manages principles and credentials.
Authentication is based on credentials certificates that are assigned for each individual. WebFS, the file system component
of WebOS [67] implements a network file system on the
top of HTTP protocol. It runs a user-level web server that
translates file system requests to HTTP requests. It uses the
CRISIS [14] security architecture. Every CRISIS user has a
X.509 certificate and uses this certificate to authenticate with
remote servers. The rest of the systems cited above work on
the same model.
Shibboleth [65] is a joint project of Internet2 and IBM. It is
investigating architectures to support inter-institutional sharing
and access to web services. The Infocard [1] is an effort from
Microsoft to unify databases of identity providers (such as
government and e-commerce sites) to form a federated identity
meta-system. The goal is to minimize the users’ overhead of
identity management. It requires sites to perform changes in
order to conform to the Infocard requirements and have to
adopt to SAML [4]. Similar to Kerberos different domains
have to co-operate in order to set-up a federated identity management system. A comprehensive survey of storage security
literature can be found in [38], [60].
III. S YSTEM D ESIGN
A. The SGFS Symmetric Key Certificates
In SGFS, the authentication server grants every user symmetric key certificates (SKC) that are used by the user to
authenticate herself with the storage server and share keys
with them. The SGFS SKCs are designed to mimic the X.509
attribute certificates [5], but in a symmetric key setting.
A SKC is generated by an entity T for a user U to be
verified by a verifier V as follows:
U
= {PTU , prfKT V (PTU )}
SKCT,V

Where, prf is a pseudo-random function (HMAC [15] in
practice) . KT V is the key shared between the verifier V
and the certificate generation entity T . PTU is the public
information of user U defined by T , and KTU = prfKT V (PTU )
is the secret key for U . If PTU is made available to V , then V
can generate KTU , and, thus, share a key with U . Using KTU ,
U can authenticate with V and assert the privileges listed in
PTU ). A similar but restrictive type of symmetric key certificate
was used in [57].

Properties A symmetric key certificate binds PTU to the holder
of the corresponding KTU and the certificate has a designated
verifier V , but the verifier does not need to contact T each time
to generate KTU . Similar to X.509 attribute certificates, SKCs
bind information such as identity, privileges, roles to the holder
of the key KTU . They can be long-lived and one can apply
policies similar to that applied to X.509 attribute certificates.
Further, the verifier does not have to contact any other online
entity to verify the certificate. However, since they are based
on symmetric key techniques, SKCs differ from public key
certificates - they can be verified by a single designated party,
they can be used by the user to establish a shared key only
with a single verifier (and vice-versa), they do not provide nonrepudiation, and SKCs cannot be entirely stored in a public
database (KTU is secret).
A different (and commonly known) notion of symmetric key
certificates [44] was used in [10], [22]. In these approaches,
a SKC is of the form EKT (KBT , B). Where, KT is the
key known only to a central trusted entity T and KBT is
the key shared by a user B with T . Any user A (that has
EKT (KAT , A)) who wants to send an authentic message (or
a key) to B should encrypt the message with KAT and send
the encrypted message, and B’s SKC to T . T then translates
the message from A to B by decrypting B’s SKC and reencrypting A’s message to B. The main drawback of this
approach is that T has to be online to translate messages
between any two entities.
The Contents of a SKC A symmetric key certificate is
comprised of a public part PTU and a secret part KTU . The
public part contains the following information:
• a unique identifier of this SKC
• unique identification of the holder
• unique identification of the issuing server
• issuing servers DNS/IP address, if applicable
• list of privileges granted to the holder
• validity period of this SKC
• delegator
• constraints
The holder and the issuer can be identified by local user
name, email address, or reference to public key. If the issuer
is a server, then the identifier can be servers global identifier,
such as DNS name or reference to public key. Privileges can be
a list of roles, list of groups, list of file groups, etc. Constraints
can restrict certain type of access. For example, they can
specify if access granted to the holder is read-only or the time
duration during which a user can access files. Constraints can
also specify whether the holder can delegate a subset of her
privileges to other users.
B. Design Rationale
In this section we explain the factors that have influenced
the design of SGFS.
Low cryptographic overhead on storage servers In order
to achieve our first goal of designing authentication protocols
that impose minimal cryptographic overhead on the storage

servers, we decided to avoid performing public key operations
on the storage servers. SGFS is designed to be used for
high performance data access in the presence of network
attached storage devices as well as traditional file servers.
Therefore, we do not perform any public key operations on
the storage servers and the authentication protocols are based
on symmetric key operations. User-to-user delegation is also
performed without using certificate chains. This allows the
storage servers to perform their assigned task (indexing, selfsecuring, high performance data provisioning etc.) without any
disruption.
Resilience to central point of failures To make our system
resilient to central point of failures, we attempted to reduce
interactions between the user and any online entity (except
storage servers), especially between the users and the authentication server. If the user has to frequently contact the
authentication server to get access credentials, then if the authentication server is down or overloaded with authentication
requests, the user will not be able to access files even if the
storage server is available. Therefore, we desire a solution
in which files could be unavailable to the user only when
the storage server is unavailable. To achieve this goal, users
are granted long-term access keys. We believe that in most
of the cases, changes to user credentials are infrequent. For
example, in Role-based Access Control (RBAC) [25], users’
roles are usually associated with their job in the organization,
which do not change frequently [6], [23]. Similarly in UNIX
environments, a particular user’s group membership does not
change daily. The lifetime of access keys should be decided
based on the policies. In SGFS, access keys are stored securely
on the client side.One common tradeoff of long-lived access
key is revocation. SGFS design includes revocation servers
which periodically publish appropriate new revocation lists to
the storage servers. The revocation server can also perform
emergency updates if immediate revocation is required.
Flexible file sharing with minimal system administrative
interference In SGFS if a local user Alice wants to share
files with an external user Bob, Alice can delegate a subset
of her access rights to Bob (if the policies allow her to do
so). If Alice’s organization policies allow Bob to delegate to
other users (e.g., his group members), then Bob can further
delegate the access rights acquired from Alice. User-to-user
delegation does not require any system administrative interference, increases flexibility of sharing, and also reduces the
management burden.
Traceable delegation and audit trails In practice, even if
Alice is allowed to delegate to Bob, the delegation should be
traceable. Audit logs should be maintained to clearly indicate
the delegator-delegatee relationships. This information can be
used for auditing as well as revocation. The SGFS delegation
protocol is designed in such a way that Bob has to perform
one time set-up with the Alice’s authentication server (AS)
to receive a SKC from the AS. During this process the AS
can verify polices and create audit logs. The file server only

trusts the AS and verifies whether the requester has acquired
the SKC from AS. This allows AS to maintain audit logs and
verify policies, keeps the file server simple, and eliminates any
need of verifying certificate chains at the file server.
Flexible policy support Organizations use different policies
in different settings. Many of the existing policy languages,
such as PolicyManager [19], KeyNote [18], and SPKI [24],
offer the ability to formally express policies making it possible
to automate enforcement. These systems were designed with
X.509 certificates in mind. To exploit the flexibility of X.509
certificates in a non-public key setting and at the same time
use the existing policy languages, SGFS uses symmetric key
certificates that contain similar information as that contained
in the X.509 certificates.
C. System Architecture

Fig. 1.

The SGFS Architecture.

Figure 1 depicts the SGFS architecture. It consists of five
entities: authentication server (AS), policy manager (PM),
storage servers, clients4 (or end users), and revocation servers.
The AS is trusted by all other entities. It is responsible
to authenticate users and give them appropriate credentials.
The AS shares a unique symmetric key with every storage
server and is responsible for securely managing these keys. It
also maintains a database of local users and their associated
privileges and group memberships. We assume that the AS
can communicate securely with all entities. The PM is trusted
to set appropriate policies.
The revocation server is responsible to store and publish
revocation lists. It periodically publishes the appropriate new
4 “User” and “Client” refer to the end user of the system and are used
interchangeably.

revocation lists to the storage servers. It can also send emergency revocation messages to storage servers, if immediate
revocation is required. It is assumed that the revocation server
can securely communicate with the storage servers and the
AS.
Clients are not trusted. They can launch various active and
passive attacks. Communication links between the clients and
the storage servers are assumed to be insecure. Since in a
global file sharing system a client can access files from any
computer (e.g., home computer, remote domains etc.), we do
not assume any time synchronization between the clients and
the storage servers.
Storage servers are trusted to perform their part of authentication and authorization securely. The data stored on these
servers is not encrypted. In the future, this can be performed
using existing file encryptors [17], [31], [32], [34], [40], [46],
[60].
D. Usage Overview
Let us denote the key shared between the AS and a SGFS
storage server S as K. Let Alice be a local user belonging to
group genomics and Bob be an external user (belonging to
a different organization). Let user Alice be denoted as A and
let user Bob be denoted as B.
Local User Auth. Only the AS is trusted by the storage
servers. Therefore, if Alice wants to access files stored on S,
Alice should acquire a SKC for S from AS. This is denoted
by step 1 in figure 1. After receiving Alice’s request, AS
authenticates Alice and acquires necessary information, such
as Alice’s group membership list, policies, and constraints. It
can also consult with the PM to perform some initial policy
verification. Using this information, AS issues a symmetric
key certificate for Alice as follows.
A
A
A
A
SKCAS,S
= {PAS
, KAS
= M ACK (PAS
)}
A
A
to initiate a
and uses KAS
Alice securely stores SKCAS,S
mutual authentication protocol (details in section IV) with
S. The storage server knows K, and, hence can generate
A
A
sent by Alice during the authentication
using PAS
KAS
A
Alice and S can authenticate each other
process. Using KAS
and securely communicate with each other. After successful
completion of the mutual authentication phase (step 2 of
figure 1), S asserts the policies and constraints listed by AS in
A
. Finally, the storage server extracts the group membership
PAS
information or role-privilege information (depending upon the
access control model) and performs access control using the
ACLs stored locally along with the files.

Delegation Now let us see how a local user Alice and
her genomics group can share files with an external user
Bob. Alice first generates a symmetric key certificate for
B
B
B
A (P
= M ACKAS
= {PAB , KA
Bob SKCA,AS
A )} and sends
B
A
SKCA,AS along with her PAS securely to Bob (step 3 of
figure 1). Alice includes necessary information in PAB and
includes her genomics group in the group membership list

B
in PAB . The SKCA,AS
is a notification that tells AS that Alice
wants to add Bob to the genomics group.
B
After receiving SKCA,AS
, Bob can go to the AS and
B
authenticate himself using KA
(step 4 of figure 1). Using
A
A
B
PAS the AS can re-generate KAS
and verify SKCA,AS
. AS
then performs policy checks, for example it verifies if Alice is
allowed to delegate. If all checks succeed, AS then generates
B
a new SKCAS,S
for Bob and sends it to securely to Bob.
Bob has thus become a local user with rights to access files
belonging to group genomics. As in the case of Alice, Bob
B
uses SKCAS,S
to authenticate with S and access files stored
on S. The file server does not need know that Bob is an
B
external user (although this information is included in PAS
for auditing). It only verifies that Bob has a valid SKC from
the AS and grants access based on the information embedded
in SKC. Further, the file server does not need to map any
remote group-ids as all the necessary local group information
is already in SKC. If Bob needs to acquire a key for a different
B
storage server, Bob can use SKCAS,S
again to get a new SKC
from the AS.

Transparency It is important to note that step 1,2,4, and 5
are done transparently and the user is not aware of these
operations. All SKCs are automatically stored securely at
the client. Once the SKC for the storage server is available,
the SGFS client initiates the authentication protocol with the
server whenever necessary.
IV. AUTHENTICATION P ROTOCOL D ETAILS
Notations used for the protocol description are as follows:
S
AS
C
SKCT,V

K
M ACki
rC
H

Storage Server
Authentication Server
Symmetric key certificate
generated by T for verifier V given to user C
Secret key shared between AS and S
Keyed-MAC function using key ki
unique random number generated by C
Collision resistant hash function

A. Acquiring SKC for Local Users
A local user Alice acquires her SKC from the AS on the
first access to a storage server S. Initial SKCs can also be
transferred to Alice when her account is created, e.g., using
email. Let A denote Alice and B denote Bob. The protocol
messages are shown below.
A → AS : SKC request
AS → A :

A
SKCAS,S

=

A
A
{PAS
, M ACK (PAS
)}

(1)
(2)

Upon receipt of message (1), AS authenticates Alice and
verifies that Alice is a legitimate user of the system. The
authentication protocol can be any of the standard authentication protocols. AS then queries the user database and acquires
Alice’s group membership information. AS also acquires constraints, and other policy information from PM and asks PM
to perform initial policy verification, if any. AS then fills the
A
necessary fields (described in section III-A) of PAS
, generates
the SKC as shown in (2) and securely transfers it to Alice.
Since SKCs are long-lived no further communication with AS

is required. Alice can directly access files from S without
contacting AS.
B. Acquiring SKC for Remote Users
Now let us see how an external user Bob acquires a SKC
to access files stored on S.
1) Naive Approach: The protocol messages are shown
below:
A
B
, PAS
A → B : SKCA,S

(3)

A
, M ACKAB (M )
B → S : M, PAB , PAS

(4)

B
Where M = {rB , SKC request}, and SKCA,S
=
B
B
B
A (P
{PA , KA = M ACKAS
)}.
In
order
to
share
files
with
A
B
to Bob in message (3). A adds
Bob, Alice sends SKCA,S
genomics to the group list in PAB . SKC is signed by Alice
A
using KAS
and anyone who can generate this key can verify
B
the authenticity of SKCA,S
.
A
A
Upon receipt of (4), S can generate KAS
= M ACK (PAS
).
B
B
A (P
S can then generate KA
= M ACKAS
).
Thus,
S
and
B
A
B
now share KA
and they can authenticate each other using
this key. After successful authentication, S extracts the group
membership information from PAB and performs access control
accordingly.

Discussion This approach is flexible since Alice can delegate
access rights to any user. Further, B can directly access file
stored on S, S can efficiently authenticate B, and S can make
access control decisions by itself.
However, the first drawback of this scheme is that since A
B
, A can access files as B. Therefore, S
and B both know KA
cannot distinguish between A and B.
The second drawback of this scheme is that S cannot perform any policy verification since S cannot uniquely identity
B or B’s parent organization. For example, if policies allow
A to delegate access rights to users from a certain company S
cannot determine whether B belongs to that company. Even
if S was able to determine B’s parent organization, in order
to verify policies S should have all the policy information
available to it. This will either require replication of P M on
all the storage servers or constant online communication with
the P M . Both the approaches are inefficient.
The third drawback is that AS is completely unaware of
any delegations by A. Therefore, all storage servers will have
to maintain audit trails and AS will have to constantly gather
these audit trails to ensure that policies are met and gather
information for revocation purposes.
Summary Therefore, we need - 1) a way to uniquely identify
B, 2) a way to uniquely identify B’s parent organization 3)
a way to efficiently verify policies, and 4) a way to maintain
audit trails at AS.
2) Final Approach: Alice sends the following information
to Bob:
B
A
A → B : SKCA,AS
, PAS

(5)

B
B
B
A (P
Where, SKCA,AS
= {PAB , KA
= M ACKAS
A )}. Alice
can define her own policies for Bob by setting appropriate

fields in the PAB . For example, Alice can set the expiry period
B
of SKCA,AS
; she can also specify whether Bob can further
B
delegate SKCA,AS
to his group members.
B
Bob acquires a SKC from AS as follows:
Using SKCA,AS
∗
A
, M ACK
B → AS : M, PAB , PAS
B (M )

(6)

B
B
B
AS → B : SKCAS,S
= {PAS
, KAS
}

(7)

A

B
B
Where, M = {rB , SKC req} and KAS
= M ACK (PAS
).
Upon receipt of message (6), the authentication server genA
A
B
B
A (P
erates KAS
= M ACK (PAS
) and KA
= M ACKAS
A ).
It then generates M ACKAB (M ) and compares it with M AC ∗
sent in (6). If they are same, AS concludes that A has delegated
some of her rights to B. Then, AS checks whether A is allowed
B
to delegate the rights included in SKCA,AS
.
If yes, AS checks with the PM whether the delegation is
conforming to the policies. PAB which is included in Bob’s
B
symmetric key certificate generated by Alice (SKCA,AS
),
contains the serial number of Bob’s public key certificate that
can be issued by his organization. This is included because
Alice’s local policies may dictate that Alice can delegate
only to users from certain organizations. Using Bob’s certificate Alice’s PM can easily perform this check by verifying
whether Bob’s certificate is from a trusted CA. This feature
can be more useful in enterprise where users are partially
trusted and the PM wants to prevent a malicious insider
from delegating access rights to a user from a competing
organization. Universities, for example, may trust their local
faculty members to delegate permission at will. In this case,
the system administrator can to configure the PM accordingly
and the PM will not verify Bob’s certificate. Thus, by setting
suitable policies, one can achieve a balance between user
delegation and centralized control.
If all checks succeed, AS creates a new SKC for Bob and
sends it to Bob in (7). Bob now has rights to access files
B
B
belonging to groups listed in PAS
. SKCAS,S
allows Bob to
access files belonging to the genomics group stored on S. If
Bob needs additional SKCs to access files stored (belonging to
the genomics) on other storage servers, then Bob can repeat
step (6) above indicating the name of the storage server in the
request.

C. Client - Server Mutual Authentication
The SGFS storage servers only trust the AS. Any client
no matter remote or local should get a SKC from the AS to
authenticate with the storage server. We have already discussed
above how local and external users can acquire a SKC from
A
can
the AS. Below we discuss how a user A with a SKCAS,S
authenticate with S. The protocol messages are as follows.
A
A → S : rA , PAS

(8)

∗
S → A : rS , M ACK
A (rA , rS , A)
AS

A (rS , rA , R, S)
A → S : R, M ACKAS

(9)
(10)

Upon receipt of (8), S checks if A’s SKC is expired by
A
. If not expired, S generates
checking the expiry field in PAS

A
A
KAS
= M ACK (PAS
) and sends a response to A as shown
A (rA , rS , A)
in (9). Upon receipt of (9) A generates M ACKAS
and verifies that this M AC is same as the M AC ∗ sent by
S in (9). If yes, the client concludes that S is authentic
A
(since only AS and S know KAS
). A uses the actual request
R (e.g, read,write) and rS acquired in (9) to build message
(10). S verifies the authenticity of message (10) by generating
A (rS , rA , R, S) and by checking it against the M AC
M ACKAS
sent by A. At the end of step (10) S concludes that A has
authentic SKC created by AS (and thus A is an authentic
client). S then checks if the request meets all the policy
A
requirements listed in PAS
. Finally, S extracts the group
A
membership list from PAS and checks if the user can perform
the requested operation on the requested object by checking
that object’s ACL. If all checks succeed, then S serves the
request and sends back the appropriate response.
A and S can optionally setup a session keys one to encrypt
network traffic and another to ensure integrity (using HMAC)
as follows:
00
A (“EN C , A, rB )
k1 = M ACKAS
00
A (“HM AC , B, rA )
k2 = M ACKAS

The client and the server can use these keys to ensure confidentiality and integrity of messages and the data transferred in
subsequent communication. Finally, before verifying message
A
is revoked by
(10) the server should also check if SKCAS,S
searching its local revocation list.
D. Discussion
Summary The client-server mutual authentication protocol
(section IV-C) prevents replay attacks and does not require
any time synchronization between the clients and the storage servers. During mutual authentication, the server has to
maintain two random numbers. After mutual authentication, if
secure data transfer is desired, then the storage server has to
maintain one session key for the duration of the data transfer.
Only symmetric key operations are performed on the storage
servers, which are computationally inexpensive. Administrators of collaborating domains do not have to perform any
manual co-operation. A user can securely delegate access
rights to another user without any administrative intervention.
If necessary, Administrators can set appropriate policies to
ensure that users do not misuse their delegation powers.
SKC certificates gives us the flexibility to use SGFS in
various access control models and with existing policy managers. SKCs are long-lived and can be transferred in an offline
manner to local users, e.g., via email. Users do not have to
frequently contact AS; therefore, users can keep accessing the
data without any disruption even when the AS is down or
overloaded. Further, users can securely transfer SKCs from
one machine to another and access files seamlessly from any
machine. SGFS authentication protocols do not require to
maintain any long-term state on the storage servers. Using
SKCs storage servers can make on-spot authorization decisions
without having to contact any remote server. Therefore, SGFS

allows secure, flexible, failure resistant and efficient global file
sharing without any administrative interference.
Extensions For mutual authentication, we purposely used
random numbers instead of timestamps, since in a global file
sharing system it is not realistic to assume that all client
machines will be time synchronized with all of the storage
servers. Due to this requirement, the mutual authentication
protocol as described in section IV-C requires two extra rounds
of communication as compared to a mutual authentication protocol between time synchronized entities [44]. In environments
where time synchronization is feasible, these communication
rounds can be avoided by using timestamps instead of random
numbers and making simple changes to the protocol [30].
Using time stamps will also avoid the requirement of caching
of two random numbers on the storage servers during the
authentication process.
If storage servers have the ability to cache some information
per session, then session keys can be cached for a longer duration to avoid performing mutual authentication for each client
request. In addition standard techniques, such as maintain a
single counter or using server encrypted cookies can be used
to reduce the cache state on the server.
It can happen that Bob can receive multiple SKCs for one
server from Alice. In this case we can extend the clientserver mutual authentication by including multiple M ACs in
(8). Optionally, the SGFS client can automatically “redeem”
multiple SKCs for one server by sending them to AS and
receive a singe combined SKC in exchange. In this case,
Bob will have to maintain only one symmetric certificate per
storage server.
Revocation Since the SGFS SKCs are long-lived we need to
maintain revocation lists at the revocation server. Each SKC
has an associated expiry information. Storage servers check if
the SKC is expired before granting access to the users.
In addition to expiry, AS can selectively revoke a user’s
SKC by publishing the SKC identifier to the revocation
servers. The revocation servers can periodically send the
appropriate revocation lists to the appropriate servers. The
SKC can contain the identity of the verifier (storage servers).
The revocation server only needs to inform that storage server.
The storage servers keep a copy of revocation lists locally
so that they do not have to contact the revocation server
on every request. The revocation lists on the storage servers
can be organized according to groups to enhance searching
operations. For example, Aguilera et al. maintained a bitmap
of identities of revoked certificates in the RAM of a controller
of a block based disk [9]. Each user certificate was associated
with a unique ID and a group ID. The disk maintained a
list of group IDs and a bitmap indicating revocation state of
the certificate IDs. Certificate IDs were recycled by removing
group IDs from the list. The revocation table contained a tuple
of 6-bit index, a 64-bit group ID value, and 8K-bit bitmap for
certificate IDs. On average, each certificate took only 1.01 bits
in a table of size 64KB. We can use a similar technique to
store revocation lists on the storage servers.

Fig. 2.

The SGFS system components

V. P ROTOTYPE I MPLEMENTATION
Figure 2 represents the SGFS system. The SGFS client runs
in user space and is layered on the top of FSFS [21], a user
space file system designed to be mounted through an interface
provided by FUSE [27]. The SGFS server is layered on top of
the FSFS server, which is a multi-threaded user space daemon
that accepts clients’ requests on a TCP socket.
We chose FUSE because it allowed us to implement our
concepts in user space without having to manipulate complex
kernel code. We chose FSFS because it is already a distributed
file systems that allows users to access files stored on a remote
server. The original FSFS code is embedded with its own
security layer. We stripped-down the FSFS (bFSFS) code and
used the bare version that allowed multiple users to access
files stored on the remote server. The SGFS client and server
code is not specifically tied to FSFS and can be layered on
top of any file system. Our ideal goal is to integrate SGFS
into more general purpose file systems, such as NFS. Hence,
we decided to build the SGFS system in a modular fashion
without tying it to any particular file system.
Authentication Server AS is portable to any Unix-like operating system. All cryptographic operations are performed using
the OpenSSL 0.9.8 [53] library. The AS uses MySQL database
v4.1 [48] to store user information of local users. There is
one entry in the database for every user. Each record contains
the username, user ID, user group membership list, user’s
public key, and constraints. Currently only UNIX style user
groups are supported. This will be extended to support other
access control mechanisms, such as roles and file groups. The
AS shares a unique symmetric key with each storage server.
Currently, this is done manually and in the future secure key
distribution algorithms can be used.
SGFS Client Every SGFS user is associated with a publicprivate key pair. These keys are used to securely store SKCs
(encrypted using the user’s public key), to securely communicate with the AS, and to securely communicate with other
users. SGFS includes tools that assist users to create these key-

pairs and get them signed from local certification authority.
By default the public-key certificates, encrypted private keys,
and encrypted SKCs are stored in user’s home directory at
/home/$username/.sgfs/keys
All of the authentication protocols described in section IV
are implemented and fully functional. Below we demonstrate
how the client works by an example. Lets assume that the
SGFS server sgfs.umn.edu is mounted at /sgfs. Lets say
that the local user Alice attempts to access /sgfs/foo. The
SGFS client uses Alice’s private key to automatically retrieves
the SKC for the destination server, decrypts it, and initiates
the mutual authentication protocol (section IV-C). The server
behaves according to the protocol and grants access based
on information included in the public part of Alice’s SKC
A
(PAS
). If the server is able to cache session keys for a longer
time, the SGFS client maintains a SGFS context for Alice
after the mutual authentication phase. This context contains
the shared session keys that are used to secure subsequent
communications with the storage server. All file tansfers between the client and the server are encryted using Blowfish in
OFB mode and then HMACed to guarantee integrity. If Alice
does not have a SKC, then the SGFS client uses Alice’s private
key to authenticate with the AS and acquires a SKC. It stores
the encrypted SKC in /home/alice/.sgfs/keys/skc_
store and then initiates the mutual authentication protocol
with the AS. The AS is contacted only when the SKC is
expired.
Since all the keys are stored securely, Alice can easily transfer her files from his office computer to her home computer
and remote files just as she would access from her office
computer. Thus, a user can move from one machine to another
and access file seamlessly.
We have also develped a command-line tool to assist Alice
to delegate her access rights to a remote user Bob and
generate a SKC for Bob (see section IV-B.2 for details).
The SKC is encrypted using Bob’s public key. Alice can
send this SKC to Bob. After receiving the delegated SKC
from Alice, the only operation that Bob has to perform is
to add this SKC to his /home/bob/.sgfs/keys/skc_
delegation. When Bob tries to access /sgfs/foo, Bob’s
SGFS client automatically, acquires the delegated SKC from
/home/bob/.sgfs/keys/skc_delegation, authenticates with Alice’s AS and (as described in IV-B), securely
stores the SKC returned by AS in /home/bob/.sgfs/
keys/skc_store. Once the SKC is available, Bob’s SGFS
client can use it to mutually authenticate with sgfs.umn.
edu and access files securely.
VI. P RELIMINARY E VALUATION
In order to measure the performance of SGFS, two Pentium
4, 2.5GHz computers with 1GB memory running Suse Linux
9.3 were connected via 100Mbps Ethernet. One computer was
configured as a client and one as a server. First, bFSFS was
run on the client and server and performance analysis was
conducted. Then, bFSFS with SGFS was run on the client
and server and the performance analysis was repeated.

a. SGFS read performance.

b. SGFS write performance
Fig. 3.

Iozone Throughput

Iozone 3.257 [2] was used to measure the read/write performance of the filesystem. Figure 3 illustrates the performance
of read and write using 16KB blocks, reading and writing file
sizes from 64KB to 1024KB. During this experiment shared
session keys were established between the client and the server
and all data was encrypted using Blowfish in OFB mode [44]
and HMACed using SHA-256.
The performance difference between bFSFS and SGFS is
due to several factors: first, encryption and decryption is not
done in a pipelined fashion. That is, a large block of data
is encrypted completely before attempting to send over the
network. As a result, the the receiving end of the SGFS system
remains idle for that period of time. Pipelining the encryption
and networking stages should reduce this penalty considerably.
In addition, FSFS read throughput is much higher than write
throughput, which results in more overhead for reads, as
encryption becomes a larger fraction of total request service
time.
Further, we are using encrypt-then-mac authenticated encryption by following the recommendation by Bellare and
Namprepre [16]. However, this is inefficient and difficult
to pipeline since we first need to encrypt and then compute HMAC for the whole encrypted block. In the future
implementation, we will use new modes of operation such
as GCM [43] and OCB [61], which provides authenticated
encryption without such serialization.
The gap between the read and the write performance is due
to underlying filesystem and OS characteristics, as well as
peculiarities of the FSFS protocol that require more network
traffic for writes. FSFS splits every request into four requests:
a stat request for the destination directory, a stat request for
the file, a open request for the file, and finally, followed by
multiple write requests. These problems are straight-forward
to amend with little modifications to the current code.
VII. F UTURE I MPLEMENTATION W ORK
The SGFS system is in a preliminary implementation stage.
Even though the authentication protocols are in place, there
are several challenges that need to be addressed.

Global Naming and Automounting Currently FSFS client
can mount only one file server, which has to be specified while
running the FSFS client. It allows multiple users on the same
machine to access the mounted file server. However, since one
FSFS client can access only one server, the SGFS users can
access only one server through one SGFS client. To eliminate
this problem, the next version of SGFS system will include
two new features: global naming and auto mounting.
We plan to modify FSFS client so that it will be
mounted on /sgfs. All SGFS pathnames will be of the
following format:/sgfs/file.server.name/actual.
pathname. For example, in order to mount filesystem /genomics/experiments stored on sgfs.umn.
edu, Alice will run emacs˜/sgfs/sgfs.umn.edu/
genomics/experiments. FUSE will transfer control to
the FSFS client. The FSFS client will hand-over the file
server name sgfs.umn.edu and the request to read file
foo to the SGFS client. The SGFS client will acquire Alice’s SKC for sgfs.umn.edu, mutually authenticate with
sgfs.umn.edu, and automatically mount /genomics/
experiments. This will greatly improve the flexiblity of the
SGFS client. A user will be able to access any file server in the
world as long as she has the appropriate SKC to authenticate
with that server. We draw this inspiration from the SFS file
system [42] that itself has the file server information in the
pathname and uses a automounter to mount remote file systems
on demand. Several challenges in building such a system were
identified in [41]
Revocation and Policy Verification The current implementation does not include revocation servers and policy managers. We have already described the high-level design issues
related to revocation servers in section IV-D. One of the
main challenge realted to policy verification is choosing the
appropriate policy manager. To the best of our knowledge all
of the existing policy managers are tailored for public key
certificates. Therefore, to exploit the existing policy managers
and give us the flexibility of public key certificates we defined
SKC that mimic public key certificates. We are investigating
appropriate policy languages that are easy to customize and

flexible enough to be used in various access control models.
We also have to evaluate the policy engines associated with
these languages to choose the one that provides better perfomance.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the architecture and design
of SGFS, a secure global file sharing system tailored for
efficient data access. We have outlined important requirements
for a global file sharing system that have influenced our design.
SGFS provides secure, efficient, and flexible global file sharing
with minimal administrative interference. Users can delegate
access permissions to remote users based on the local policies.
Further, SGFS supports off-the-shelf policy engines that can be
used by the system administrators to control user delegations.
Due to its minimal cryptographic overhead on the storage
servers, SGFS is suitable for emerging intelligent storage
devices. We have developed a easy to use user-space prototype
that features our authentication protocols and simple tools that
assist users to create keys and delegate access rights to remote
users. All symmetric key certificates are stored securely and
can be moved from one machine to another to access in a
seamless manner. Experimental results confirm that with little
modifications, overhead of SGFS protocols will be negligible.
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